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Mind The Maths Magic by Vinny Sagoo (Maths Magic Made Easy)Over the years, I have
collected millions of maths tricks, and this book features some of my favourite principles.This
book contains tricks with:Cards;Coins;Dice;Dominoes ;Calculators;Paperclips; andMATHS!All of
the tricks are SUPER easy and suitable for anyone aged from 6 to 600!Within this book, you will
find:45 Maths Tricks;12 Online Teaching Videos; and6 Printable PDF'sThis book is mainly aimed
at the beginner in magic, or someone who is new to maths based magic.Even so, the
professional magician will find hidden gems that they can tweak to compliment their working
repertoire.Get ready to BLOW minds with Mind The Maths Magic!REVIEWS:"I enjoyed your
book and it was easy to understand."- Amelia (Age 10)"If you've ever been put off by maths
tricks, you no longer have an excuse! Vinny Sagoo hits it out of the park with his amazing
introduction into the world of Maths, and Magic. I can't recommend this enough!"- Mark Evans
(Master Magician & Mind Reader) -"A highly recommended purchase."- Martin Brophy (Magic
Seats)"This book is incredible, so many well written and simple effects that anyone can do. The
first effect comes out swinging making you look like a maths god. Honestly, you can't go wrong,
buy this book!"- James Ripley (Magician)"There are some really cool and quirky little maths
tricks that will impress all your friends and family. Highly recommended 5 stars"- Kev Mark
(Magician)

“An enchanting, beautifully written memoir of his ancestors’ experiences of 19th – and 20th –
century Europe…What You Did Not Tell is pitched in a haunting, elegiac key, but there is great
pleasure to be taken from how Mazower constructs his tale. Above all, the book is an undeclared
tribute to the historian’s tradecraft...There are few historians who can write as grippingly as
Mazower about secrets and the painstaking work of revealing them…It all reads like a very good
detective novel.” —FINANCIAL TIMES“Memory and secrets, how they are buried and how they
can be unearthed, lie at the heart of Mark Mazower’s fascinating and scholarly reconstruction of
a family’s life and the myriad relations, friends, acquaintances, places, houses and adventures
that spin out from it. Mazower is a distinguished historian of 20th-century Europe and he brings
to his digging the doggedness and meticulousness of the obsessive researcher...All this
evidence put together offers not simply a biographical narrative, but, woven into it, a vast and
rich picture of leftwing European Jewry throughout the 20th century…What You Did Not Tell is
proof of what historical research can yield, providing you have the determination, skill and
boundless curiosity to pursue it to the bitter end. But it is also an affectionate portrait of a family
whose members Mazower got to know, love and respect more and more as he discovered
things that reticence, modesty and an instinctive need for silence had kept resolutely hidden.
These were good and generous people, warm and accepting, whose fight for justice was based



on their own personal knowledge of poverty and exploitation.” —GUARDIAN“…unusual and
exceptionally interesting…[Mazower] excavates, through rigorous research and tenacious
sleuthing, the history of a family whose lives spanned the entire twentieth century, and whose
fates were closely interwoven with its many ideological terrors and violent upheavals…He leaves
no archival page unturned, no literary allusion unmentioned, no personal reference
unexamined.” —NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS“Mark Mazower’s elegiac and arresting family
memoir starts in the violence and tumult of pre-revolutionary Russia, and comes to rest in
the quiet suburbs of north London…From the trauma and complexity of his family’s past,
Mazower extracts a tale ‘not so much about suffering…as about resilience and tenacity”,
summed up in a loving portrait of his late father, a man who found peace in Highgate, blending
the culture of exiled Russian Jewry with the embracing values of interwar England. Bill Mazower,
his son writes, had a capacity for taking ‘pleasure in the small things’. In the wake of the vast
things that rent his Russian family and sent his forebears into flight, that is a fine and moving
epitaph.” —THE TIMES“…an inquiry into the importance of roots and the psychic contentment
that comes with belonging...What You Did Not Tell is a marvellous book from the pen of a fine
historian, written in a foreign country and steeped in nostalgia.” —JEWISH CHRONICLE“This is
historical story-telling at its very best.” —STANDPOINT MAGAZINE“An eloquent mediation on
how we carry our history with us over many generations.” —Lorien Kite, THE FINANCIAL
TIMES“Vivid." —RTÉ"Remarkable." —NEW STATESMAN"A deeply personal book, but one that
will resonate with many readers, particularly those grappling with a fraught heritage." —
MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE“After discovering his grandfather’s work as an agent for the
Jewish socialist Bund, Mazower, a Columbia University historian, explored the efforts people
later took to hide their involvement in the revolution. Through the story of his grandfather,
Mazower reconstructs the history of this largely forgotten Jewish socialist group that, he writes,
was instrumental to the revolution’s success.” —PUBLISHERS WEEKLY“Mazower (history,
Columbia Univ.; The Balkans: A Short History) illuminates Russian revolutionary politics and
émigré life in Britain in this fascinating family history… Readers of family histories and those with
an interest in the Jewish Labour Bund will appreciate this book.” —LIBRARY JOURNAL“What
You Did Not Tell: A Russian Past and the Journey Home by Mark Mazower is an eloquently
written rhapsody on the art of remembering. It is rhapsodic both in the primary sense of the
word, in that it is a chronicle exuding a certain air of poetry and exalted, almost epic feeling, and
in the more literal sense of being a fabric of words, facts, events and lifelines retrieved from
memory and archive and stitched together to form a long-silenced record of a life, an era, a time
in human thought and action…a powerful, intimate approach to a momentous slice of history.” —
BOOKANISTA“Amid a flood of publications that mostly seek to defame and slander the
revolution, Mazower’s book stands out as one of the few serious and engaging works…it
provides a fascinating insight into how the history of the Russian revolutionary movement
shaped entire generations and especially a layer of intellectuals who would eventually turn away
from any active involvement in the socialist movement. This reviewer hopes that What You Did



Not Tell will find many readers and that some of them will be motivated to delve more deeply into
the rich and complex history of the Russian revolutionary movement.” —WSWS (WORLD
SOCIALIST WEBSITE)“What You Did Not Tell is a memoir that only one of our finest historians
could have written. To call it a “memoir” even is to represent only a small part of Mazower’s
investigation into his family’s past. This is a saga of cities—Vilna, Moscow, Paris, London and
New York—and a profound meditation on what it takes to call a place home. It spans more than
a century and sheds sparkling light on the Bundists, the first mass Marxist party in Russian
history. It is history made intimate, history made personal—a story of idealism, exile, revolution
and defeat. One of the great thrills of What You Did Not Tell is to behold Mazower’s deep
knowledge of Europe meld with his own ancestral past.” —Michael Greenberg, author of Hurry
Down Sunshine"The family memoir of a great historian and a subtle writer who is always
attentive to humane detail."—Orhan Pamuk, recipient of the 2006 Nobel Prize in Literature“A
simultaneously sweeping and intimate family portrait.” —KIRKUS REVIEWSAbout the Author“A
family's complicated past recounted in exacting detail. Beginning with a long interview with his
aging father, Mazower (History/Columbia Univ.; Governing the World: The History of an Idea,
2012, etc.) launched an investigation into his family's history, mining letters, diaries,
photographs, extensive archival material, and memoirs by some of the many individuals who
touched his family's life…Through dogged research, Mazower uncovered details about his
father's half brother and half sister, myriad other relatives, teachers, friends, acquaintances,
classmates, and a host of individuals whose capsule biographies he duly reports. Although some
—T.S. Eliot and Emma Goldman, for example—are well-known and many interesting, the sheer
number becomes overwhelming. A simultaneously sweeping and intimate family portrait.” —
KIRKUS REVIEWS“After discovering his grandfather’s work as an agent for the Jewish socialist
Bund, Mazower, a Columbia University historian, explored the efforts people later took to hide
their involvement in the revolution. Through the story of his grandfather, Mazower reconstructs
the history of this largely forgotten Jewish socialist group that, he writes, was instrumental to the
revolution’s success.” —PUBLISHERS WEEKLY“What You Did Not Tell is a memoir that only one
of our finest historians could have written. To call it a “memoir” even is to represent only a small
part of Mazower’s investigation into his family’s past. This is a saga of cities—Vilna, Moscow,
Paris, London and New York—and a profound meditation on what it takes to call a place home. It
spans more than a century and sheds sparkling light on the Bundists, the first mass Marxist
party in Russian history. It is history made intimate, history made personal—a story of idealism,
exile, revolution and defeat. One of the great thrills of What You Did Not Tell is to behold
Mazower’s deep knowledge of Europe meld with his own ancestral past.” —Michael Greenberg,
author of Hurry Down Sunshine"The family memoir of a great historian and a subtle writer who is
always attentive to humane detail." —Orhan Pamuk, recipient of the 2006 Nobel Prize in
Literature
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M I N DT H EM A T H SM A G I CVINNY SAGOOMind The Maths Magic: Maths Magic Made
Easy by Vinny SagooPublished by Neo MagicCopyright © Vinny Sagoo 2021All rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without permission from the publisher/
author, except as permitted by copyright law.Downloadable resources may be used for personal
and educational use only.For permissions contact: info@neomagic.co.ukDigitalised in the
UKFirst EditionThe secret to creativity is not about what you learn, but how you learn!- V I N N
Y S A G O O -INTRO...Stephen Hawking, famously said:"Intelligence is the ability to adapt to
change"'If yuo cna raed tihs, tehn yuor wnoderufl mnid hsa arlaedy adpaetd to chgane'.Even
though the paragraph above is jumbled up, your brain can read it with relative ease.The
reasoning behind such mental gymnastics is still subject to research, but it just shows how
incredible the mind is.This book represents maths magic that I have collected over many
decades, and have used in some of my professional tricks, which I now sell on my website Neo
Magic.()...DUC...I have designed this book to be read easily, in large font, and without the use of
complicated language.I have also taken the liberty of adding twelve teaching videos and
printable material, so that you can learn in a manner that suits you.Within this book you will find
magic using:CardsCoinsPaperclipsCalendarsMagic SquaresDiceDominoesCalculatorsand of
course, Maths!...TIONRemember, with magic the trick is only a small part of the 'equation', it is
the delivery and presentation that is the key to ensuring that your audience is amazed!Although
the majority of the magic in this book is super easy, still practice, practice, and practice, until you
are ready to perform.Oh, and never forget, maths is the only subject that counts!STUFFALBERTI
14ODD OR EVEN 19QUICK DATE 1
23QUICK DATE 2 25GOOD OLD 37
27SINGULARITY 29LUCKY CARD
32COINFUSION 36DOMI-KNOW
37FIVE ALIVE 39ONE DIGIT
401089 PLUS 42RECALL
43FIBONACCI I 45FIBONACCI II 47TWO
QUICK 48RECITE 50MORE
STUFFROLL WITH IT 52COINED
54SHEEPISH 55MIND BURP
59CROSSED 61NO 4
66ANIMAL 67THE CHAIN
70WOWZERS 73MYSTERY CALC
76PRIMER 79AGE PLUS
80M M M 82FOURCE
87DICEY 89CARDLESS
90STUFFEDDROP IT 94INVISIBLE



9520/20 VISION 97THE MATRIX
99EVENTFUL 105PSYCH TESTS 107YOUR
CARD 108SYMBOLS 111GLANCE
115SIZE ME UP 116EQUALISER
117SPLIT 120VINNYI have always been
fascinated with the mind, magic and maths. However, most people think that maths magic is
boring, hence the title:Mind The Maths Magic!I am here to prove otherwise, but before we begin,
I have a confession to make.Are you ready? Here goes...I have never been great at
maths.There, I said it, but it has never stopped me from combining simple maths with magic to
create mind blowing tricks!You see, it doesn't take a maths genius to create fun tricks, only the
right attitude and bags of enthusiasm.SAGOOPrior to starting Neo Magic, I spent 7 years at
university studying law, and then 15 years as a lawyer.In 2017, I had an accident, which made
me reconsider my career choices.It was then that I rekindled my love for magic and decided to
start my own company called Neo Magic.Neo means new from the Greek 'neos', which I thought
was rather apt.Since then, I have invented over 300 tricks (some of which have featured on TV),
written several books and lectured all over the world teaching magic.Anyway, enough about me,
welcome toMind The Maths Magic!ALBERTIThis is an INCREDIBLE trick to start with and will
make you look like a maths whizz!It is more commonly known as Alberti's game and was
discovered yonks ago.This trick will allow you to multiply several 3 digit numbers and then add
the total in your head, before the spectator can using a calculator.For example:Ask the spectator
to name any 3 digit number, say they shout out734You would write this down twice, as
below734 734ALBERTIThen, ask for another random 3 digit number, they might say 287. Write
this below the first number on the left.734 734287Finally, you write a 'random' 3 digit number
under the right hand column, say 712734 734x 287 x 712Tell your spectator that you will
multiply the numbers on the left, then the numbers on the right, add the sum of the two together
before they can using a calculator!As they start button bashing, you simply write the number
733, 266ALBERTIThe spectators will soon discover that 733, 266 is the correct answer.But how
did you do this lightning fast calculation in your head???It's super easy... when you know
how.Taking the example before, the spectator names the number 734, which you write twice.
They then name another number (287), which you add to the column on the left hand side.To get
the final 3 digit number for the right hand side, you simply find the compliment of 9 for each digit
of 287, which is easy.734 734x 287 x 712ALBERTISo, from the number 287, just subtract each
digit from 9, to get the final 3 digit number.2 8 77 1 2As such, 712 is the final number you add at
the end in the right hand column.Now, to figure out what the end result will be once both
columns have been multiplied, and then added, is simple.Subtract 1 from the first number
provided, so that is 734 - 1 = 733.That's the first part of the answer 733, XXXNow, for the second
part, just find the complement of 733, using the same procedure as before, subtracting from
9.ALBERTISo, from the number 733, just subtract each digit from 9, to get the final 3 digit
number.7 3 32 6 6Therefore, the final answer is 733, 266Here is another example:Say the



spectator selects the number 187, which you write twice on each side.Then the number 329,
which you add to the left hand column. The compliment of 329 is 670, which is the last number
on the right.Subtract 1 from the first number provided, so that is187 - 1 = 186, which is the first
part.The second number is the compliment of 186, which is 813, thus 186, 813 is the total.ODD
OR EVENThis is a great coin trick and goes back a bazillion years!Ask someone if they would
like to win the cash in your hand, shaking your clenched fist with a number of coins present.All
they need is a penny to play.Inform the spectator that in order for them to win the money, all they
need to do is tell you if the total will be odd or even once they have included their penny?
Whatever they say, you will always WIN!Okay, this trick is super easy and can be adapted for
different currencies.All you need are the following coins:ODD OR EVEN1 x 10 pence coin1 x 5
pence coin4 x 1 penny coinsIf you are in the US, then a Dime, Nickel and 4 Pennies. Equivalent
for other counties.To play this game, simply ask your spectator to take out a penny. Then explain
that they have a 50/50 chance of winning.All they need to do is say if the total, once their penny
is added, will be odd or even?If they say odd, simply add their penny to the coins in your hand
(10p, 5p and 4 x 1p).Then proceed to add the value of all the coins together, which will equal
20p.ODD OR EVENThis is even, so you WIN!If they say even, again add their penny to yours,
but this time count how many coins you have.The total number of coins combined is 7, which is
odd, therefore, you WIN again.As the saying goes..."Find a penny, pick it up. All day long, you'll
have good luck".ODD OR EVEN- WATCH VIDEO NOW -- WORK SHEETS -- RESOURCES --
EXAMPLES -PASSWORD - magicQUICK DATE 1With the advent of computers and mobile
phones, there is not much desire for printed calendars anymore.However, this effect is great,
plus you can use your old calendars with any month.In the resources section, print off a bunch of
calendar months. Cut them into little rectangles and you are good to go for a number of
performances.QUICK DATE 1
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The book by Vinny Sagoo has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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